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Chapter 1 0 

Style, Function, and Systematic 
Empiricism: The Conflation of 

Process and Pattern 

Ethan E. Cochrane 

INTRODUCTION 

The theoretical distinction between style and function (Dunnell 1978b) is axi- 
omatic in evolutionary archaeology. This dichotomy, later elaborated upon by 
others (e.g., Leonard and Jones 1987; O'Brien and Holland 1992), has remained 
an effective theoretical tool in evolutionary archaeology for over 20 years be- 
cause it defines the processes responsible for patterned variation in the archae- 
ological record. Cultural transmission and innovation are the processes that lead 
to stochastic variation analyzed as style (Neiman 1995); natural selection is the 
process that leads to directional variation analyzed as function.' 

There is an important and often overlooked by-product of conceptualizing the 
style-function dichotomy in terms of transmission, innovation, and selection 
processes. If evolutionary style and function refer to these universal or immanent 
processes (see Lyman and O'Brien 1998), then style and function cannot be 
made into a priori descriptive adjectives of empirical phenomena. In other 
words, things are not inherently stylistic or functional; only variation resulting 
from a process can be explained as stylistic or functional. As explanatory labels, 
stylistic and functional may be applicable to different artifact classes depending 
on time, place, and analytical scale (see Dunnell 1995; see also Hurt et al., 
Chapter 4 in this volume; Maxwell, Chapter 3 in this volume; Neff, Chapter 2 
in this volume, for discussion and applications). For example, in a particular 
environmental and cultural setting the relative frequencies of several temper 
classes (c.g., grog, shell, and sand) across a ceramic scquencc may be a product 
ol' lhc dill'crcnliul lilncns ol' Llicsc icmpcrs. Nuturul sclcclion rnny bc 1111 cxpla- 
nnlion, md lhe 16311111~~ C ~ I I N N C N  I~tbclctl I'unclionnl. I-lowovcr, in unothcr solling 
lllld wilh 6lllOt~10~ ~ ~ I ' l l l l l ~ l !  NUtlllOllL'G, I ' r ' 0 t l W A l ~ i ~ ~  Ol' 1110 NlllllC (0111[)61' G ~ ~ I N H B N  IllUy 
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not exhibit variation indicating fitness differences. Transmission may, therefore, 
be an explanation for the class frequencies in this setting, and the temper classes 
labeled stylistic. 

Much more detailed explanations of artifactual variation in terms of the style- 
function dichotomy are exemplified in studies of ceramic temper (e.g., Dunnell 
and Feathers 1991; O'Brien et al. 1994) and a growing body of other successful 
archaeological applications (e.g., Allen 1996; Barton 1997; Dunnell 1978a; 
Graves and Cachola-Abad 1996; Lipo et al. 1997; Neiman 1995; Meltzer 1981; 
Pierce 1998), including those by authors in this volume. Nevertheless, there is 
continued questioning of the usefulness of this dichotomy (e.g., Bettinger et al. 
1996; Schiffer and Skibo 1997). Debate over theoretical concepts in a devel- 
oping science such as archaeology is desirable, and in this spirit I argue that 
there is a fundamental flaw in many of the attempts (e.g., Ames 1996; Sackett 
1990) to dismantle the style-function dichotomy developed by Dunnell and 
other evolutionary archaeologists. 

This flaw is the conflation of conceptual categories (style and function as 
universal processes) with empirical categories (style and function as the ob- 
served characteristics of particular artifacts). The conflation often goes unde- 
lccted and is a component of the methodological approach Willer and Willer 
(1973) call systematic empiricism. A recent example should help clarify what 
is meant by the systematic empiricist conflation of conceptual categories (theory) 
and empirical categories (observati~n).~ 

Sytematic Empiricism: A Recent Example 

In an introductory section of his work on Pacific Northwest Coast art, Ames 
( 1996) conflates style as an empirical observation with the processes that evo- 
lulionary archaeologists reference with the term "style." Ames defines a style 
iks "attributes of artifacts . . . shared among a group of artifacts produced by a 
common production system" (1996:119, quoting Davis 1990:19). It is important 
lo notice that a style here is an empirical category defined through observation 
i~nd Sollows the common English definition. Style is essentially a way of doing 
so~ncthing. Applying his definition, Ames suggests that a hypothetical set of 
pollcry dccorations is a particular style and that there may be a number of causal 
proccsscs, incl~~ding natural selection, shaping this style's history. 

According to Ames, groups of similar pottery decorations are a priori the 
cn~pirical category style, and any explanation for changes in pottcry decoration 
I I I IN.  ~hcrcl'o~-c, rcfcr to style. With such an empirical taulology pottery deco- 
rillion is I'orcvcr and everywhere slylc, and cllangcs in  llic frcclucncy ol' pottery 
(Iccori~(ions 11li1y rcsull I'rom nalural sclcclion or scvcral other proccsscs. Bccnuse 
~~ i~ lu r r~ l  nclcclio~~ nnd ollicr proccsscs citn i~l'l'ccl slylc ;IS pollcry tlccorntions, 
A~lit's C ' O I I L - I I I ~ L ' N  I I ~ I I (  ~vo l~~ l io~ i i~ ry  I I I ~ C I I I I C O I O ~ ~ ' S  C O I I C C ~ ~  oI' slylc linked 1 0  SC- 

lrclivc ~rwlr~~lily is ~ldcclivt~, 
111 l ~ i n  ( I ~ N L ' L I H H ~ ~ I I  A ~ i i r ~  I ~ I I H  C O I I I I I I I C ~ I  I I  llico~t'liiwl rtllIr'p)ry, N I Y I C  ~ . ~ l i ' r ~ i ~ i ~  10 

universal processes, with an empirical category, style referring to qualities of 
specific phenomena. The category style in evolutionary archaeology does not 
join selective neutrality (theory) with style as any set of distinguishing attributes 
(observation). Ames' critique of Dunnell's (1978b) and O'Brien and Holland's 
(1992) concept of style is based on the premise that these authors were referring 
to style as an empirical category, style as we understand it in English, as a set 
of (often aesthetic) shared attributes. 

In this chapter I explore further how the systematic empiricist conflation of 
theory and observation distorts Dunnell's original definitions of style and func- 
tion in evolutionary archaeology. In the preceding paragraphs, the style-function 

I dichotomy and systematic empiricism have been simplified to demonstrate 
briefly the effects of this distortion. In the next section I argue that the systematic 
empiricist treatment of the style-function dichotomy is related to the confusion 
of natural language and scientific concepts when reading Dunnell's original 
(1978b) formulation. I also provide an example of systematic empiricism in the 
development of modem genetics. In the following section, I demonstrate the 
explanatory potential of treating style and function as processes or conceptual 
categories. Using a brief example from the archaeology and classification of 
monumental architecture in the Pacific, I illustrate the theoretical character of 
style and function. Finally, the architectural analysis leads to a consideration of 
how both the roles of reproductive and replicative success (Leonard and Jones 
1987) and the predictions of transmission rules (Boyd and Richerson 1985) are 
related to style and function. 

Systematic Empiricism and the Style-Function Dichotomy 

In evolutionary archaeology style is a conceptual category referring to the 
processes that explain the distribution of artifacts. To say that a particular dis- 
tribution is stylistic is to say that the variants are historically related through 
transmission processes predominantly unmediated by selection. Initial tests of 
this explanation involve, minimally, comparing observed and expected stochas- 
tic distributions with confidence intervals (e.g., Lipo et al. 1997; Neiman 1995). 
Expected distributions are described by patterns of drift and innovation (Neiman 
1995). 

To state that a set of artifacts is functionally distributed suggests that the 
particular distribution is the outcome when artifacts vary in relative f i tne~s .~  
Initial tests of this explanation involve analyses of the variable performance of 
artifacts in specific contexts, an avenue of research followed by both evolution- 
ary archaeologists and others (e.g., Bronitsky and Hamer 1986; Feathers 1989; 
Maxwell 1995; O'Bricn cl al. 1994, 1098; Picrcc 1998; Rye 1976; Schiffcr ct 
al. 1994; Schil'lr :uid Skiho 1997; Young iuitl Slonc 1090). Bcc;rusc of' cvolu- 
(iolii~ry colrvcrgwcc, 1'1111clio1iiil (Iisl~'ilwlio~is ~iri~y I N ) (  ~ i ~ c ~ s s i ~ r i l y  rcl lc~ '~ c11ll11ri11 
l r i ~ ~ i s ~ i i i ~ ~ i o ~ l  willli~l JI ~inglc ~ ~ o p ~ ~ l i ~ l i o ~ l .  I'rotlucil~g Icnli~l>lc rxpln~ri~lio~~s Ilinl  

( I ~ W I O I I N ~ I I I I C  l l ~ r  v~widdr i ~ ~ l l ~ ~ w c ~ ~  01' ~ I I I I I N I I I ~ H N ~ ~ I I  o~rly, I I I I I I H I ~ I ~ ~ N ~ ~ I I  work ill^ 
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with selection, and selection only on the structure of cultural lineages may, in 
lact, define the practice of evolutionary archaeology (Lyman and O'Brien 1998). 

Most evolutionary archaeologists treat style and function as conceptual cate- 
gories that refer to the universal processes of innovation, transmission, and nat- 
ural selection. Unfortunately, in the evolutionary archaeology literature the use 
of style and function as conceptual categories is not always clear. Archaeolo- 
gists, both evolutionary and others, consistently quote Dunnell's original defi- 
nition and reinforce a strongly empirical conception of style. Dunnell wrote that 
"style denotes those forms that do not have detectable selective values" (Dunnell 
1978b:199, emphasis added). Stopping here, it is easy to interpret style as an 
empirical category of objects if form denotes observed attributes. However, an- 
dytical problems arise when style is treated as an empirical category: how are 
,~ur~butes unambiguously identified as stylistic, or how can an attribute be sty- 
lrstic at one time and functional at another? Analytical problems such as these 
 nay have led many archaeologists to eschew Dunnell's perceived empirical 
treatment of style. Indeed, the analytical problems associated with any empirical 
hcatment of style are partly the cause of the various "style debates" in archae- 
ology (e.g., Binford 1986; Dietler and Herbich 1998; Sackett 1985, 1986; Wies- 
sncr 1983, 1985). Complicating matters further, archaeologists undoubtedly 
li)und little use for Dunnell's discussion of function because it was not quite 
synonymous with the English-language definition of function as "purpose" or 
"i~sc" (but see Meltzer 1981). 

It is clear that any practical use of the category style must describe and po- 
(cntinlly explain distributiorzs, not objects. For example, after he defines style, 
1)unnell suggests that to employ the style-function distinction, "a profitable di- 
rcclion may lie in identifying stylistic elements by their random behavior" (Dun- 
ncll 1978b:199). The phrase "stylistic elements" may connote for some an 
empirical character to style, but of course an element or attribute of a single 
i~rlil'nct cannot exhibit a random behavior. Randomness necessitates multiple 
ohscrvations in time and/or space. Therefore, distributions comprised of multiple 
olxrvations (on one or many objects) can be described as random. 

'I'hc meanings of style and function proposed by Dunnell are not equivalent 
lo ~ h c  Englid~-language definitions of these terms. The meaning of any concep- 
lual category in science is not established by fiat, but rather by the usefulness 
ol' I l i i~ t  category in producing testable explanations of phenomena. Thus, thc 
t l ~  l'l'c~ cncc bctwccn evolutionary stylc and function and other archaeological 
111~.:11iirip I'or Ihese cntcgclrics is not mere dcfinition. Thc d~ffcrcncc is in thc 
i~pplrc:~lio~~ 01' Ilicsc cirkgorics to archncologicnl explanation. Evolulionury style 
wi14 S L I ~ C C ~ ~ I ' I I I I ~ ,  ; I I I x I ~  i~~iplicilly, ;~pplicd hy cul1ul.c h~sloriirns lo proclucc Ihc 
l i l r r c .  s p : ~ c ~  syslc~~~iriics ~ I I ; I I  ;1rc still I I ~ C I I I I  ~ocl;~y ( I ) L I I I I I C I I  107Xh: 100; I,ipo cl 
111. 1007: ~ , ' ~ I I I ~ I I I  C l  t11,  1007). OVCI I ~ c '  I : I~[  IWO l ~ L ' ~ i l l ~ ~ h ,  i 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 i l ~ O ~ O p i ~ I ~  I I ~ I v C  

co~llil~l~cd lo I W O ~ I I C C  vid>ltb i-xp1111111lio11s 0 1  I)IICIIOIII~W:I usill& I I I ( '  U O I I ( ' L ~ I ) I H  01' 
C ~ V ~ ~ I I I ~ ~ I I I I I ~  ~ l y l r  I I I ~  l ~ l ~ ~ i ' l i o ~ ~ .  

Conceptual and Empirical Categories: A Genetic Example 

Several archaeologists (e.g., Neiman 1995; Lipo and Madsen, Chapter 6 in 
this volume; Teltser 1995) have noted that the evolutionary notion of style, as 
implicitly adopted by culture historians, is related to ideas about the selective 
value of genes, particularly to neutral gene theory developed by geneticists be- 
ginning in the 1960s (e.g., King and Jukes 1969; Kimura 1979, 1983). The 
history of research on the selective value of genes emphasizes gene neutrality 
as a conceptual and not an empirical category. In turn, this history underscores 
the relationship between evolutionary style and selectively neutral variation. 

In the 1920s Chetverikov, a Russian geneticist, suggested that phenotypes are 
not determined simply by the one-to-one expression of gene to phenotypic char- 
acter but that phenotypes depend on the interactions between genes. In other 
words, phenotypes depend on the "genotypic milieu" and the environment 
(Chetverikov 1926). Western population geneticists, however, studied the effects 
of genes as independent entities with inherent selective values. These geneticists 
took theoretical selective values and gave them empirical status. With this ap- 
proach, population geneticists could explain the behavior of individual gene 
systems, but their models were not appropriate for empirical applications beyond 
Mendelian genetics. Mayr (1959:2) called this approach "bean-bag" genetics and 
later contrasted it with the "unity of the genotype" (Mayr 1975), his phrase 
highlighting the relative nature of gene interactions in producing the phenotype. 

The selective value of an individual allele at a gene locus is not a fixed 
empirical attribute. The selective value of an individual allele depends on its 
genotypic milieu or the aggregate relationships of many genes and the environ- 
ment. In the same vein, an individual artifact cannot be stylistic or functional 
in an evolutionary sense. Style and function are conceptual categories that refer 
to the processes that produce variation in the archaeological record. Style as a 
conceptual category is often confused with the systematic empiricist notion that 
a particular style is an empirical thing. Only carefully constructed arguments, 
analyses, and descriptions of empirical phenomena will convey the conceptual 
nature of the style-function dichotomy. 

CLASSIFICATION AND THE STYLE-FUNCTION 
DICHOTOMY IN EVOLUTIONARY ARCHAEOLOGY 

Sackett (1982:78) noted that "since classification so often serves as the idiom 
of thought for the working archaeologist. . . no argument about style and func- 
tion is really completed until it has been translated in the language of syste- 
tnatics." Thus, i f  we use the style-function dichotomy to produce potential 
cxpli~nnlions o f  the cmpirical world, i t  is critically important to count phenomena 
with cl:lsscs cxplicahlc in rcrnls of ~ l i \ l ~ ~ ' i \ l  s ~ l ~ c l i o ~ i ,  in~iovi~lion, anel Ir~uisniis- 
sio~i. '1'0 rcli~k: Ili~~sc. p 1 ~ o c 1 - s ~ ~ ~  10 ~ I I ) I I ~ S  01' ~ I W I I O I ~ I ~ I ~ ~ I ,  cli~ssific:~lio~~ L - O L I I ( I  
p~'oc'cctl i l l  i~ I ' I I I I ( I I I I I I  1'11sl1io11. ( ~ ) I I I ~ ) ~ I I ~ I I ~  i~llrilwlr V I I I ~ I I I I ~ I C S  will~cwr I ) I I ~ ~ ) O S C  lo 
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form the larger classes of analysis. Such an approach is obviously inefficient. 
Even if the classes produced patterned variation, we still have the formidable 
task of describing a plausible and testable mechanism that created the variation.+' 
At least two interrelated methods of classifying phenomena in evolutionary 
terms provide a way out of this dilemma. First, by understanding the theoretical 
relationships between the performance characteristics of artifacts, artifact raw 
materials, and the environments within which artifacts interact, we can construct 
arguments relating artifact classes and attributes of artifact classes to the proc- 
csses of natural selection and transmission (Maxwell 1995; O'Brien et al. 1994; 
Pfeffer, Chapter 9 in this volume). Second, by taking a theoretically informed 
trial-and-error approach (Teltser 1995), we can construct paradigmatic classifi- 
cations and examine frequency distributions of phenomena at various levels of 
classificatory precision. 

In this chapter I concentrate on the second approach. Two characteristics of 
paradigmatic classification make it a valuable method for constructing empirical 
units within an evolutionary framework: (1) paradigmatic classifications are 
ideal for describing variation, and (2) the classes constructed are easily decom- 
posed or refined to produce related classes of differing precision. 

The first characteristic of paradigms, the ease with which they handle varia- 
tion, is important because variation is a necessary component of all evolutionary 
change. Variation is produced through errors in transmission and innovation, 
it11d variation is a requirement for natural selection. Leonard and Jones (1987: 
207) point out that "other means of classification might [serve] equally well, 
hi11 few other classificatory or typological structures are so competent at de- 
scribing variation" as paradigms. Paradigms are ideal for describing variation 
because they can produce unlimited classes. These classes are all related, as they 
:uc composed of the same intersecting dimensions, each with a potentially in- 
linitc number of modes (Dunnell 1971). Unlimited classes are not, of course, 
anyone's analytical dream. The point is that paradigmatic classifications provide 
unlimited potential for recognizing variation. 

The dimensional structure of paradigmatic classifications underwrites their 
second important characteristic for analyses of style and function. Paradigmatic 
clusscs may be made more precise or inclusive in a systematic way such that 
~ h c  rclalionships between all classes in the paradigm are similarly changed. As 
I ,ip) el al. (1 997) point out, this feature is important when examining the effect 
01' ~ransmission at different scales. Imagine, however, analyzing the differing 
cl'fccts of ~rmsmission between individuals and transmission between groups 
composcd of [hose individuals (i.e., differences in the scale of transmission) 
with a taxonomy composctl of unequally weighted altributcs (Figurc 10. I ) .  Frc- 
clucwics hascrl o n  thc classcs tlclinccl at thc bottom ol' thc taxonomy d o  not 
hnvc consislcnlly sci~lctl rcli~lionships lo frcqucncics husctl on Ihc clusscs rlcfinccl 
111 u ~ ~ o h c r  lcvcl i n  tl~c I~ixonorny (intlicnlccl hy the tlr~sli~tl liw i n  IJipurc 10. I ) .  
Any nrgllrllcnl liw tlil'lbrc~~ccn ill ll~c scdr ol' lrr~~ist~~issiol~ l111d s~lcctio~l is log- 
it.l~lly tlrrr~ilrtl Iy HIII'II II I I I X O I I O I I I ~ .  

Figure 10.1 
Taxonomy comprising nondimensional classes' 

'Class criteria are noted at the taxonomic branches. Class definitions are at the bottom of the 
taxonomy. Dashed line shows class definitions at a more inclusive level in the taxonomy. 

An example will help to demonstrate the relationship between classification 
and style and function when style and function refer to processes of selection, 
innovation, and transmission. While these processes are universal, the distribu- 
tion of empirical variants can be influenced by deposition, taphonomy, scale 
differences in evolutionary processes (Neff, Chapter 2 in this volume), sorting 

I (Hurt et al., Chapter 4 in this volume), and the contingent nature of history. As 
the chapters in this volume demonstrate, the style-function dichotomy is con- 
ceptually clean but empirically messy. 

Style and Function: A South Pacific Example 

I use an explanatory sketch from ongoing research on the archaeology of the 
Society Islands in the South Pacific to exemplify the points made so far. Initial 
settlement of the Society Islands may have begun ca. A.D. 600-800 (Spriggs 
and Anderson 1993), but evidence for an earlier human presence could be miss- 
ing due to geomorphological processes and massive sampling problems (Kirch 
1986). Thc inhabitants of the Society Islands (Tahiti, Bora Bora, and others) 
built niurcro, or rectilinear rock lcmplcs ccmprising pavcd courtyards, somctimes 
clcv~~lcd, nncl also somcliillcs aug~i~cnlc.tl with slonc nllnrs of varithlc cI~hol.l~- 
lion. S(o11o uprigI~Is W C I ~  I I I N O  ~ o ~ l i r l i ~ ~ l i ~ ~  I I I I I C ~ C ~ I  011 I I I ( ~ ~ ( I P .  Olllcr nlt)nt: NIIW 
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lures were built throughout the Society Islands, including domestic structures of 
different shapes and structures described ethnohistorically as archery platforms. 

According to ethnohistorical sources (e.g., Henry 1928: 123-147), many dif- 
fcrent kinds of marae were built: huge national marae, marae used by local 
chiefs and priests, craft-guild marae (e.g., canoe-builders' marae), and small 
family marae, to name a few. This suggests that a varied cross-section of the 
Society Islands population built marae. The construction of marae may have 
begun around A.D. 1200 and increased over time (Wallin 1993:65-70). Appar- 
ently, however, the majority of marae construction ceased before Western con- 
tact. Unfortunately, archaeological dates for marae are far too few to make 
anything more than these general statements about marae chronology (Cochrane 
1998). 

With a simple paradigmatic classification and a minimum number of dimen- 
sions defining construction material, shape in plan view, subsurface internal 
features, and internal architectural features, a classification of Society Islands 
stone architecture can be created. For example, using Table 10.1 and taking the 
modes "basalt," "rectilinear," "absence," and "altar" for the four dimensions, an 
architectural class is created that would likely identify some set of marae. If the 
inode in dimension I is changed from "basalt" to "basalt and coral," a different 
architectural class that identifies another set of marae is created. If additional 
rcscarch supports the notion that both of these architectural classes identify 
lmrrue, they can be combined into a marae superclass. Actually, comparison of 
rhc descriptions (compiled by Wallin 1993) of individual marae in the Society 
Islands with the paradigm (see Table 10.1) indicates that 18 of the 144 possible 
nrchitectural classes in the paradigm constitute a marae superclass. The 18 ar- 
chilcctural classes that make up this marae superclass are listed in Table 10.2. 
Almost all of the remaining 126 architectural classes in the paradigm will be 
c;~sily recognized as either domestic architecture or archery  platform^.^ 

After classifying Society Islands architecture, a possible temporal distribution 
of structures identified with the marae superclass is represented by the curve on 
the Idt side of Figure 10.2. This distribution represents the frequency of the 
ttrtir(wbuilding phenotypes in the Society Islands over time. This is potentially 
i\ I'unclional distribution explained by transmission of variants whose frequencies 
i\rc i1 product of selection (i.e., adaptation). Testing this explanation, however, 
~ q u i r c s  sevcral arguments and additional analyses. First, the population of 
I I I ~ I ~ - b u i l d i n g  phenotypes must belong to a single transmission lineage; oth- 
wwisc, convcrgcnl evolution could be an explanation. Sccond, detailed 
nrgu~~~cnls  i~boul the relative fitness of nzurue-building and non-marae-building 
pllc.nolylxi i\m ncccswy. 'l'hcsc orgumcnts should discuss ;~ppropriaic mcas- 
~ ~ n ~ h l c  vilrii~hlcs i111tl Ihc potcnlit~l liw evolutionary sorling ol' Imits (u.g.. G ~ ~ I V C S  
I I I K I  I,i~tlcli)gctl 1005: Ncimn 1007: scc i~lso Mi~tlsc~i el ol. IOOO).  I,:~slly, tlw 
litlwsh ol' lllr ~trtrrurc~-l~~~iItli~ip phcnolypc 111 vilriddc lilncs is prohd>ly rcll~lctl lo 
oll~rr lrnils (c,g., N I I I - I N ~ H I C I I C C ,  clcprcr o l ' s tv l i*~~t is~~~,  or It*vrl 01' wCi:ll c~o~~~pl rx i ly  ). 

Mow c o ~ ~ l l h n  I I I ~ ~ P I N  01' ( I I P N C  I r ~ ~ i l  ~ ' c l ~ ~ l i o ~ ~ s l ~ i p ~  m y  i~ll'~.c~lnr Iht" ( I ~ I ~ I I I I I ~ C  
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Table 10.2 
Classes in the marae superclass' 

Figure 10.2 
Comparison of the functional distribution of the marae superclass (left) versus the 
stylistic distribution of marae Class 4 (right) 

Time . 
Time . 

sufficiency of explanations for the frequency of marae-building phenotypes (see 
Holland 1989 for a similar argument related to changes in human fertility). 

While the distribution to the left in Figure 10.2 may be functional, consider 
examining a single class of marae within the marae superclass. Here, the pre- 
cision of the analysis is increased by using less inclusive classes. Marae exhibit 
different raw materials (e.g., coral, basalt) and internal architectural elements 
(e.g., altars, uprights). Marae class 4 (see Table 10.2), for example, contains 
rectilinear coral structures with altars. We could identify marae class 4 structures 
from the set of marae enclosed by the box on the left side of Figure 10.2 and, 
by plotting the frequency of marae class 4 structures against time, a very dif- 
ferent distribution may result. This is shown on the right side of Figure 10.2, 
where coral marae with altars display a potentially stylistic distribution. Were 
it to satisfy appropriate tests, this distribution could be explained by transmission 
and innovation with little influence from natural selection. 

To summarize, after using one classification, artifact frequencies conform to 
expectations of functional distributions and may be explained by the associated 
processes of selection and transmission. In another classification a subset of the 
same artifacts forms a distribution where frequencies conform to the expecta- 
tions of style and may be explained by the processes of transmission and in- 
novation. A particular piece of monumental architecture, just like any other 
single artifact or artifact attribute, is neither universally stylistic nor functional. 

DISCUSSION 
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O'Brien 1998; O'Brien et al. 1998). Here, I have tried to demonstrate how this 
conflation may have misled many opponents of the style-function dichotomy. 
I f  more archaeologists explore the explanatory power of the style-function di- 
chotomy in terms of selection, transmission, and innovation, perhaps the devel- 
opment of archaeological evolutionary theory will accelerate. 

One area where theory development seems to be progressing is in the role of 
inleractors and replicators in evolutionary explanations (Boone and Smith 1998; 
Ncff, Chapter 2 in this volume; Lyman and O'Brien 1998; O'Brien and Holland 
1992). Following Hull (1988) and Dawkins (1976), replicators are those entities 
that reproduce with some degree of fidelity (more specific labels proposed in- 
clude culturgens, memes, and genes), while interactors are the entities that in- 
kract with the environment and carry one or more replicators. The actions of 
interactors make replication differential6 (cf. Neff, Chapter 2 in this volume). If 
itlcas or memes about how to make artifacts are replicators, then replicator 
I'rcquency is related to interactor frequency when interactors are humans or hu- 
Irlan groups. 

Ixonard and Jones (1987) discuss this relationship and link the replication of 
mlifacts and the reproduction of people to the processes embodied in the style- 
I'unction dichotomy. They suggest that stylistic distributions are driven dispro- 
porlionately by the replicative success of artifacts. Here a replicator, for exarn- 
plc, thc idea of building marae in a certain fashion, reproduces predominantly 
;IS a rcsult of cultural transmission and confers no measurable reproductive ben- 
clil Lo the interactors that carry it. On the other hand, functional distributions 
; IW driven disproportionately by the "reproductive success of the bearer [i.e., 
inlcrnctor]" (Leonard and Jones 1987:214). In this instance a replicator may 
producc a phenotype with a selective advantage. The frequency of this replicator 
uncl phenotype is then a product of natural selection within a lineage or the 
convergence of separate lineages. In sum, "each trait has a .  . . replicative fitness 
I I M L  may or may not affect the Darwinian fitness of its bearer" (Leonard and 
.Ioncs 1987:214) depending on the natural and cultural environment. 

Arlilhcl frequencies, therefore, are sometimes influenced by the additional 
lillicss that artifacts confer to people. When the number of people increases, 
Illorc inlcractors are available to carry around the replicators and produce the 
twlilhcls we measure. Thus, whenever interactors are humans or human groups, 
I I I I ~ I ~ I I I  rcprotluctive success may have an effect on artifact frequencies. This 
I I I ~ ~ I I I S  ~ I ~ ; I I  li~111.1i1n rcprocluctive success may also influence the frequency of 
I I I ' I ~ I ' ; I c I s  Ihnt confcr no nddilionnl litness lo thc liumans that carry them, resulting 
i l l  Illc I~icrnrchical sorling (I-lurl cl ul., Chaplcr 4 in h i s  volume; Vrbn and 
I(ltl~.ctlg~ IOX4; Vr1x1 nntl (;o111tl IOX6) of nculral trails wilh Ihc lilncss 01' in- 
l~l~~lclol~s.  

AI IO~IICI~  arcu 01' uclivc I11i:ory d c v c l o p ~ i ~ c ~ ~ ~  is 1 1 1 ~  tlclx~tc ovcr ~ h c  role L ) I '  
i ~ u l l ~ ~ ~ . i ~ l  I I * : I I I S I I I ~ S S ~ ~ I I  r111cs i n  sl~nping lri~il tlisl~~ilwlions. S o ~ w  argi~c I I I ~ I I  I l~c 
~lylv  I ' I I I I G - I ~ ~ I I  ( I i iu l~o lo~~~y  1'11iIs lo co~~si(Iiv I ~ I I I I S I I I ~ S S ~ ~ I I  r111i-s, i ~ ~ r I ~ ~ ( l i t ~ g  v11rio11s 
I 'OI . I I IH  01' I )~IIN,  111111 p M r d  vnri~~lioll (Ilclli~~grv. cl i l l .  1000; svr ~ ~ l s t ~  Ih)o~w I I I K I  

Smith 1998; Dunnell 1992a:214; Richerson and Boyd 1992; Richerson et al. 
1998). Various forms of bias (e.g., frequency-dependent and indirect) and guided 
variation reduce overall variation in the pool of cultural replicators that can be 
transmitted (Bettinger 1991); with insufficient innovation drift is the result. Bet- 
tinger et al. (1996:148) conclude that "there are no simple qualitative rules to 
distinguish these drift-induced patterns from those produced by simple adaptive 
processes like selection." 

True, there are no simple rules, but there are several ways to begin distin- 
guishing the different processes that produce similar patterns. For example, if a 
putative functional distribution is best characterized by drift, then we would 
expect no potential selective differences between the high-frequency variant of 
a trait and the other variants of the trait. As I described earlier, performance 
analyses of ceramics and other artifacts are well suited to this kind of question. 
Distinguishing the proposed functional marae distribution above (see Figure 
10.2, left) from a pattern of drift is more difficult but would involve demon- 
strating the greater potential fitness of marae-building phenotypes from non- 
builders. If marae building is a "wasteful phenotype" in a variable environment 
(see Madsen et al. 1999) or is a form of competitive advertising (see Graves 
and Ladefoged 1995; Neiman 1997), then there may be good reason to expect 
a functional distribution. 

There may be other scenarios where it is difficult at first glance to determine 
what processes are creating particular distributions. Sequential functional distri- 
butions describing changes in a particular technology may mimic sequential 
stylistic distributions if the rates of change were similar (Bettinger et al. 1996: 
148). Again, we would expect the high-frequency technological variants of each 
functional distribution to exhibit potential selective differences (measured 
through performance analyses or other means). This would not be the case for 
sequential stylistic distributions. 

Finally, putative functional distributions may result from guided variation and/ 
or direct bias operating in consciously adapting (i.e., problem-solving) popula- 
tions. In both cases naive individuals learn of traits through observing others 
(transmission) and exhibit traits that they feel are most beneficial to themselves 
(Bettinger 1991:186-190). Beneficial traits increase in frequency as in a func- 
tional distribution. There is no reason to suggest, however, that natural selection 
does not shape the distribution of phenotypes produced by problem-solving in- 
dividuals (Jones 1998). Furthermore, we can test an explanation based on natural 
selection (in ways outlined earlier), but it is unclear how one tests the expla- 
nation that a distribution is a result of people's behaving adaptively. That ex- 
planation often appears foregone. 
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icist conflation of theoretical principles with empirical observations, which has 
led some to reject evolutionary definitions of style and function. Dunnell's 
(1978b) introduction of a single, specific meaning to a word that previously had 
many ill-defined meanings (see Conkey and Hastorf 1990: 1) redefined in explicit 
terms the implicit way in which style was understood by the culture historians 
(Teltser 1995). When style and function are recast in evolutionary terms, they 
encompass the processes of transmission, innovation, and selection. These are 
universal processes that apply to any self-replicating system, genetic or cultural, 
where variants differ in fitness (Pocklington and Best 1997:79). 

In an effort to demonstrate the application of the style-function dichotomy, I 
have presented an example of how a paradigmatic classification might be applied 
to the marae of the Society Islands. This example led to a consideration of the 
processes encompassed by the style-function dichotomy and how these proc- 
esses might shape distributions of marae. Importantly, this example demon- 
strated that individual artifacts or features are not stylistic or functional; only 
distributions are stylistic or functional. 

The marae example highlighted the role of style and function in two current 
debates in evolutionary archaeology: the replicator-interactor distinction and the 
role of transmission rules in shaping empirical distributions. Replicators are 
those units of information whose frequency is a product of transmission, selec- 
lion, and innovation. The number of interactors that carry particular replicators 
may also be a product of natural selection as interactors with less fit phenotypes 
arc removed from the population. Along with replicators and interactors, trans- 
mission rules can be better understood in terms of the processes embodied by 
style and function. Transmission, selection, and innovation can account for all 
~ h c  distributions linked to transmission rules, but with the added bonus of im- 
plicating tests of the putative explanations. 
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associated with the term. The problem most germane here involves the different fitnesses 
measured by human reproduction and artifact replication, respectively. Additionally, 
methods to measure human reproductive fitness are also variable. 

4. This is the same dilemma at the heart of the Ford-Spaulding debate (Ford 1954a, 
1954b; Spaulding 1953, 1954) and subsequent problems identified with statistical group- 
ing (Dunnell 1986) and quantified essentialism (O'Brien and Holland 1995). 

5. I am not arguing that the efficacy of this classification is a function of its ability 
to identify ernic groups, or classes recognized by other archaeologists in the Society 
Islands. However, the ability to generate groups that likely have some connection to 
different sets of behaviors (e.g., eating, sleeping, protection from the elements, in contrast 
to some form of ritual andlor larger group activity) does suggest that such a classification 
may be parceling out variation important to evolutionary processes. 

6. Replicators may lie about without human interactors (in a book, let's say) but 
require a human interactor at some stage to get on with the business of replicating. 
Developments in artificial intelligence, however, may some day lead to "cultural change" 
associated with interactors that have little to do with humans (Dennett 1995). 
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